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ABSTRACT
In this study, the droplets in inkjet printing have been simulated based on mechanical parameters including temperature and pressure
changing and also the chemical condition contain dielectric of various solvent materials has been investigated. Basically in viewpoint of
electromechanical parameters we simulated and divided the inkjet printing into the piezoelectric type and thermal type, and as our results
shows, each type has advantages and disadvantages. In this paper the piezoelectric types which has features such as; ink delivery
quantity, driving control, controlling of droplet size based on color representation, generating heat and superb reliability have been
introduced. By this work, we exhibit the deformation of piezoelectric elements is applied in two ways, consist of thickness deformation
and sliding deformation. This chamber is included in a small slot that is created through two piezoelectric crystal plates .In addition the
voltages inserted to the piezoelectric walls on both sides cause deformation mode. Due to this operation shear mode deformation occurs
to both walls and via the ink pressure chamber, ink drops are delivered. Several inks applied as a dielectric material layers for conductive
track in electrochemical sensors. Thus, passivation of printed sensors and deposition of adhesives can be achieved simultaneously. In this
work, the presented method for the printing of UV-curable adhesive and dielectric inks demonstrates a rapid facile prototyping process.
Keywords: piezoelectric constant; Droplet Ejection; Inkjet Printing Devices; dielectric inks.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth of a manufacturing system is related to the
needs of automation, miniaturization, reductions in costs and
considerations of environmental factors. Therefore, inkjet printing
technologies are becoming a suitable alternative for patterning of
materials in a range variety of applications. /Inkjet printing
systems also have numerous potential in the applications of flat
panel displays such as Organic light emitting diode (OLED) which
is one of the important technologies for future. Unfortunately, due
to the restriction in the option of solvents, OLED is generally
fabricated via the thin film depositions (evaporation process and
patterning through lithography). These technologies are very
difficult and expensive, therefore massive benefits might be
provided if a compositions of organic light emitting materials
combined directly by inkjet printing methods[1]. The current
methods for polymers light emitting diodes (PLED) are applied
mostly in the fabrication of single color, but via using inkjet
printing technologies, it is possible to produce variant and tiny
pixels such as red, green and blue units for fabricating the colorful
filters. Comparing with the coating methods, inkjet printing
systems have the advantages of high resolution, capability for the
production of large panels with low cost and environmental
friendliness [2]. Several varieties of actuation methods have been
accomplished for ejecting liquid droplets, including piezoelectric,
acoustic, thermal bubble, electro-static [3]. Among these
techniques, piezoelectric thermal bubbles methods are most
mature and common for the commercial inkjet printers. The
ejection of droplets through the nozzle are induced either via the
displacement of a piezoelectric diaphragm (which includes the
fluid) or through the formation of a vapor bubble in the ink via the
heating of a resistive film (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. A schematic diagram of a piezoelectric inkjet print head.

For piezoelectric inkjet printing, there is not necessary to
vaporize the fluid. Therefore, it can be applied in ejection and
dispensing of polymer and also liquid metals. In viewpoint of
printing quality, the piezoelectric inkjet printing technologies in
the electronic industry are very much favorable due to that of the
ejected droplet. Thus, it is needed to investigate the novel
knowledge of the mechanism of forming liquid droplet, ejected
condition and impact on the substrate in a piezoelectric inkjet
printing device. With the knowledge of these phenomena, it is
then possible to control the sizes of droplet, improve consistencies
of droplet, and eliminate bubble droplet through right designing of
the instruments based on physical properties of liquids. Basically,
the mechanism of the inkjet printing can be divided into two
sections. One is to understanding how droplet is formed and the
other understands how much the droplets can be fixed onto the
substrate. Droplet formation in inkjet printing can be investigated
via numerical simulations that had been employed by a number of
researchers. Bogy and Shine [4], exhibited a model for calculating
the transient solution for the figure changing and velocities in a
semi-infinite liquid column, under the effects of periodic microPage | 5361
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perturbation at the nozzle. In other works by Fromm and Res,
figure evolution of ejected droplets has been simulated with the
actuation through a driving pressure, which is a square wave
function of time, at the outlet of the nozzle [5]. The stream
position can be presented through the Navier-Stokes equations in
an axial symmetrical orientation via solving a finite-difference
algorithm in the Lagrangian computational mesh. Previously Asia
in 1992, investigated a three-dimensional finite difference pattern
based on the VOF method for solving Navier-Stokes equation and
predicted the situation of drop ejection in the bubble jet printer [6].
Liou and coworkers used a fluid dynamics simulation devise;
named COMET, for predicting the meniscus position with time
inside a SEA-Jet inkjet print-head during all steps of the infusion
and ejection stages [7]. Although many studies were accomplished
for simulating the formation of the droplets through either
bubbling or electrostatic approach, there a few studies on the
simulation of a droplet shape with the actuation of piezoelectricpush mode. Fukai and coworkers exhibited the wet-abilities of the
layers upon which the droplet impinges were found to affect

considerably all phases of the spreading process and the spreading
radiuses straightly corresponded to the droplet impact velocities.
The contact angles, which were determined experimentally, were
used as inputs to the numerical model [8]. Hatta et al [9].
understood that the deformation action of a droplet on the solid
surfaces cannot not only be specified using only the Weber and
Reynolds Numbers but also other parameters such as initial
kinetics of the droplet and the conditions of the substrate have to
be considered. Pasandideh & Qiao applied both experimental and
numerical methods for modeling droplet deformation based on the
influence of surface tension and impact dynamics of a water
droplet during falling on the surface stainless steel [10]. The
results exhibited that as surface tension of the droplet decreased,
the spreading radius became smaller and recoil height became
shorter. Obviously, the issue of initial velocities of the droplet
needs to be taken into consideration, which is one of the key issues
treated in inkjet printing, including the formation, ejection, and
impact of liquid droplet on the substrate.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Background of simulation.
2.1.1. Operation points.
The deformation of piezoelectric elements is applied in two
ways, consist of thickness deformation and sliding deformation.
This chamber is included in a small slot that is created through
two piezoelectric crystal plates. In addition the voltages inserted to
the piezoelectric walls on both sides cause deformation mode. Due
to this operation shear mode deformation occurs to both walls and
via the ink pressure chamber, ink drops are delivered. In this paper
the piezoelectric types which has features such as; ink delivery
quantity, driving control, controlling of droplet size based on color
representation, generating heat and superb reliability have been
introduced. By this work, we exhibit the deformation of
piezoelectric elements is applied in two ways, consist of thickness
deformation and sliding deformation (scheme 2-a).

(a)

(b)
Scheme 2. exhibits an operation rule of an ink pressure chamber.

The latter utilizes sliding deformation, which is generated
by applying an electric field perpendicular to the polarization
direction of the piezoelectric element. Scheme2 –b, exhibits the
operation principle of an ink pressure chamber under voltage
changing
. This chamber is included in a small slot that is
created through two piezoelectric crystal plates. In addition the
voltages inserted to the piezoelectric walls on both sides cause
deformation mode. Due to this operation shear mode deformation

occurs to both walls and via the ink pressure chamber, ink drops
are delivered.
2.1.2. Dielectric materials.
Several inks applied as a dielectric material layers for
conductive track in electrochemical sensors. Thus, passivation of
printed sensors and deposition of adhesives can be achieved
simultaneously. In this work, the presented method for printing of
UV-curable adhesive and dielectric inks demonstrates a rapid
facile prototyping process. For our simulation by this work we
focused on the printing of high-dielectric constant of various
material layers, which are among the essential building blocks for
electronic components such as thin-film capacitors and field-effect
transistors for transparent electronics. For instance, tantalum (V)
oxides have high dielectric constant, a high refractive index, and
also high chemical stabilities [11]. The homogeneity of the electric
fields across the dielectric layers is crucial for the proper
operation, therefore any variations in the thickness uniformity
would result in a deterioration of the efficiency. Our simulation
indicates that besides the design of the solvent mixture and
dielectric constant ( ), related to the viscosity and surface-tension
criteria the volatility of the solvents in the ink completely
influence the thickness uniformity of the deposit and consequently
the efficiency of the printed.
2.1.3. Navier-Stokes Equation.
Navier–Stokes equations [12] are useful because they
explain the non-classical physics of many phenomena of scientific
and engineering research. They can be used to model and analyses
the statically data of a weak flow in a pipe or drop ejection in a
bubble jet printer. The solution of λ the Navier–Stokes equations
is based on flow velocity. Once the velocity situation is calculated
other physical data, such as pressure or temperature, can be found
through additional related equations. Studying velocity instead of
position (which is used in classical mechanics) makes more sense
for a fluid [13].
The Navier–Stokes momentum equation can be derived as
a particular form of the Cauchy momentum equation, whose
general convective form is

(1) where,
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is mathematical derivative, is density, P is pressure, u is the flow
are the acceleration components due to gravity in y- and xvelocity, “t” is time and is the stress tensor with order two this directions. With defining a new parameter as stream
which is a definition for Incompressible flows in two
equation of momentum is important for simulating the dye-based function
inks which are used in some inkjet printing for diluting the dimensions as :{
,
} and the conservation of
polymer solution in water. This equation can be rewritten in view
(11)
point of a comprisable flow or compressible momentum Navier– mass for incompressible flow is:
Stokes equation through Cauchy stress tensor as:
2.2. Methodology for simulation.
(2), which “I” is the identity tensor and
is the rate of
As mentioned the generation of inkjet droplets is a function
expansion flow and the trace of the stress tensor in three of several variables therefore various knowledge such as physics
dimensions is shown as: Trace ( = (3 + 2 ) (3). From the and fluid mechanics are needed. For understanding the jetting
equations 2&3 second viscosity can be defined as: ζ
(4). phenomena of the liquid droplets the concept of pressure
waveform, numerical analysis are necessary. For most
Both dynamic viscosity
and second viscosity (ζ) must be
applications, it is very important that only a single drop is
constant; usually, both dynamic and second viscosities are related
generated. However, occasionally, extra drops are also generated.
to the density. Although the viscosity is expressed through
These drops are called satellite drops.
pressure, incompressible flows it would be interpreted by
These satellites can easily lose properties and destroyed
temperature [14]. Since the divergence of u & ( u)T tensors
printing quality which this phenomenon of satellites that result
are 2u & [ ( ·u) (known as Lamb Vector)] respectively, the
from the liquid thread breakup (LTB) and is well known as the
most general Navier–Stokes momentum equation can be written
Rayleigh instability. The drop formation of the liquids thread is
̅
as:
(5). It is notable the needed to be considered in the drip and continuous condition,
volume viscosity “ζ” is a mechanical pressure and is not equal to especially in viscous liquids [17-21]. Although for drop-ona thermodynamic pressure which can be defined as ̅
demand inkjet process, the LTBs are along with the perturbation
(6). To formulate the incompressible momentum Navier–Stokes of the acoustic waves, thus the linear analysis of Rayleigh does not
equation it might be considered the Stokes' stress constitutive predict the formation of satellites at all. In addition, the subsequent
equation as
where the rate-of-strain tensor is:
theories have predicted satellites but do not explain their detailed
then the Stokes's stress constitutive behavior. Fromm and coworkers [22] identified the Ohnesorge
equation which only used for incompressible viscous fluids is number (Oh) which is regarded as the suitable grouping of
yielded as
(7). Here the Dynamic physical parameter constants to describe drop formation. By this
viscosity μ might not be constant due to depending on density and definition the parameter
and proposed that
for stable
also on pressure. Due to zero value for
in an indrop generation. This analysis was further refined by Reis &Derby
compressible fluid, the incompressible momentum Navier–Stokes
[23], who applied numerical simulation of drop growth to indicate
equation can be rewritten as:
the following range,
, for position of a droplet growth.
(8) which
is kinematic viscosity [20]. There are five At the low amount of Z, viscous situation prevents drop ejection,
parts in the equation 8 (from left two rights) which indicate in while at high amounts the primary drops are included with a large
terms of variation (

, conviction (

, diffusion (

,

internal source (
and external source (
respectively.
2
The vector Laplacian “μ u” is the difference between the
velocity at a point and the mean velocity in a small surrounding
volume (it is an important physical parameter for inkjet printing)
while this parameter implies the diffusion of momentum. So the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equation leads to a vector diffusion
which is named “Stokes equations”, therefore incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations are related to the series equation
of convection-diffusion [15, 16]. Vector operators are defined in
terms of Del, including the gradient ( , divergence ( , and Curl
(
. Using the curl of the Navier–Stokes equation yields a term
in the removing of pressure. By assuming
the equation can
be

written
)

as:

(

(9)
(

)

(10).

The equations 9&10 describe the two dimensional of
stream functions, where density unit ( is kgM-3 and viscosity
( is Pascal second, meanwhile the unit of velocity “u” and
Pressure ( are m.s-1 and Pascal respectively. In addition
and

number of satellite droplets.

(12) which

and

are the average velocity, densities, surfaces tensions, and
viscosities, respectively. And α is also a characteristic dimension
related to the diameter of the printing nozzle. A restricted
condition for drops is the influence of fluid/air surface tension at
the nozzle which must have enough energy for overcoming these
barriers for an ejection. Duineveld and coworkers [24] calculated
a minimum velocity
for drop ejection based on equation as
follows

(13) which

is the nozzle diameter. The

behavior and efficiency of an inkjet printing process are strongly
related to the coupling of elasticity, piezoelectricity, and free
surfaces (from fluid dynamics). The pressure can be estimated
through propagation theory of an acoustic wave at the nozzle [25,
26] which can be considered as a sine wave. The bubbles can be
growing when the acoustic pressure variations are strong enough.
By a Maximum pressure air is squeezed out of the bubble, but this
loss is overcompensated at the pressure minima when the bubble
expands. The net gas diffusion into the bubble is a result of a
surface effect and a shell effect, e.g. an expanded bubble can
absorb more air because of its wide surface area and the higher
concentration gradient of the dissolved air in the liquid around the
bubble, which is compressed by the expanding bubble.
Page | 5363
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2.2.1. Drop-on-demand (DOD) in electromechanical properties.
Although ink jet printing is applied for depositing Pico
liter drops on various targets, the fundamental dynamics of DOD
ink jet drop formation and impaction on substrates are not yet well
understood. This is mainly due to the key stages during drop
formation and impaction last less than 100 s for a micron scale.
The main obstacle of DOD ink jet printing is the “first drop
problem” (FDP) which related to the first few drops ejected
through a nozzle [27]. The FDP is due to the evaporation of ink at
the nozzle exit and the quantity of evaporation related to the vain
and void time of the nozzle. It is notable that FDP in many ink jet
printing applications including liquids such as macromolecules,
colloids and other complex fluids, is serious due to the
concentration of the suspended materials. The investigation of the
behavior of those liquids in DOD drop formation and impaction is
challenging. Parameters of DOD drop formation for the four
driving signals described in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of four driving signals extracted of Ref.28 [28].
Signal

Voltage
volts

Rising
time T1

Falling
time T2

Dead
time
T3

Rising
time T4 of
small
pulses

Falling
time T5 of
small pulse

1
2*
3
4

21.6
21.6
21.6
21.6

10.6
10.6
14.4
10.6

2.6
2.6
2.6
5.0

5.3
5.3
2.4

4.4
4.4
4.4

3.0
3.0
3.0

*Single-peak wave form.

When a pressure wave moves inside the liquid through the
nozzle, liquid is throw out and then the velocity difference
between the column head and the liquid exit causes the liquid
column to stretch. During the stretching of the liquid column, the
liquid at the tail exit from the nozzle. Draw back of the liquid
occurs because the pressure is high in the tip of the tail at pinch off
due to the small radius of curvature. During the shrinkage of the
liquid thread, a second neck near the bulbous head appears. The
radius of the neck may continuously decrease until the liquid
thread breaks up into two parts and therefore the secondary liquid
thread contracts into a satellite.
Consequently, based on its velocity and its size (primary
drop and satellite), recombination of the primary drop and satellite
can occur. If the satellite does not merge with the primary drop,
the accuracy of material deposition on substrates is spoiled.
Deletion of satellites is necessary for DOD ink jet printing,
especially in the delivery of the functional material. Although the
voltage amplitudes of the four driving signals are the same (Table
1), wave form differences lead to four distinct drop formation
processes. This is due to the smaller pulse producing negative
pressure suction within the nozzle, which promotes the stretching
and necking of the liquid thread. In addition, under the action of
the smaller pulse, the pinch off of liquid from the nozzle exit is
more uniform, with less influence from the nozzle plate. The
kinetic energies and volume of the ejected liquids produce through
the initial larger pulses. Hence, the double-peak wave form
produces a smaller primary drop and satellite with a lower speed
(Table 2).

Table 2. Effect of four wave forms on DOD drop formation extracted of
Ref.28 [28]
Signal

Time
of
pinch
off
nozzle

Length
of
liquid
thread

Velocity
of primary
or
final
drop

Diameter
of
primary
drop

Diameter
of satellites
±1

1
2
3
4

28
42
30
28

148.3
231.5
210.3
171.0

3.4
4.1
5.0
4.0

43.0
45.1
45.6
44.9

27.5
33.0
36.6
31.8

Based on data in table 1, both of the signals are doublepeak wave forms, but the rising time, T1, is 10.6 s for signal 1 and
is 14.4 s for signal 3, meanwhile increasing of T1 causes the
liquid thread length is change(from 148.3 to 210.3 μm in Table
2). And also the primary drop and satellite become bigger.
Consequently the velocity of the primary drop corresponds to the
time over which the Piezo transducer contracts causing the ink
chamber to develop that draw in ink. If T1 is too small, the system
has not sufficient time to respond and insufficient ink is sucked
into the chamber. On the other hand, if T1 is too large, air may be
sucked into the nozzle and cause jet ability problems. Therefore,
an appropriate rising time, which depends on not only the
geometry and material of print-head, but also the liquid properties
such as viscosity, is required.
Quantitative analysis of DOD drop formation is essential in
understanding how the inkjet parameters affect drop formation.
2.2.2. Chemical condition & polymer solutions in drop-ondemand.
Recently, inkjet printing has developed and applied as a
crucial technology for both graphical printing and digital
fabrication through well-defined spatial deposition of solutions.
The dynamics of drop formation have been widely studied
numerically using both one and two-dimensional approaches.
Computational analysis of the drop-on-demand inkjet process has
been also developed in wide range [29]. Although in DOD
printing individual ink drops suddenly are ejected via a nozzle in
response to an impulse, understanding their mechanism through
this methods is obligatory for any further development of inkjet
technologies. Obviously, the sizes of the droplets ejected are
equivalent to the nozzle diameter, however, new novel techniques
have been developed to alter droplet radius into the main drop or
breakup into small satellite drops [30]. Based on Navier–Stokes
(equations 1-12) of fluids, stable drop generation without satellites
is limited to a narrow range of viscosities corresponding roughly
to the Ohnesorge numbers in the range 0.1–1 , therefore adding the
polymer molecules can considerably affect the breakup of liquid
filaments produced via flow by a nozzle [31]. On the other
words polymer content affects the validity of jetting; print speed
may be compromised and, at high concentrations, the main drop
may even fail to detach from the nozzle. Three items of jetting
behavior are explained through the prevailing mechanism which
consists of jet speed (is restricted by zero-shear viscosity),
viscoelasticity and high strain rate extensional viscosity. The
transitions between these items are determined via the initial
“Weissenberg” number
, where
, is the jet speed
at the nozzle exit, is the fluid relaxation time and is the nozzle
diameter. The first transition from item 1 to 2 occurs at
at which point polymers can become significantly extended from
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their equilibrium configuration. The second transition from item 2 absolute temperature. The finite extensibility L can be determined
to 3 occurs at
, when polymers reach their finite from the ratio of the equilibrium coil to the fully extended length
extensibility limit L. The velocity of a general fluid with density
of the polymer so that
and pressure
is explained via the usual conservation of
momentum equation of Navier-Stokes Equation (Equation 1) and where is the carbon-carbon bond angle, is the number of bonds
and
is the characteristic
the stress tensor
is determined from the equation 2, of a monomer unit with molar mass
consequently the total stress based on Chilcott–Rallison closure ratio[33]. Hence, for a dilute mono-disperse polymer solution, the
approximation known as the FENE-CR model can be written from FENECR model. parameters scale with solvent quality factor
it
the Navier-Stokes Equation as:
(14) can be shown
,
and
Thus, by using the
where is the solvent viscosity, is the strain rate tensor and the Zimm model to determine the molecular weight dependence of the
polymer stress consists of the elastic modulus , the conformation relaxation time it can determine how the maximum jet-able
tensor and the FENE factor can be written as
polymer concentration scales with molecular weight during each
:

.

The conformation tensor A satisfies the evolution equation
(15), where
time of the polymer and

is the relaxation

is the velocity gradient tensor.

In an elastic modulus G, relaxation time and finite extensibility
L, can be determined as functions of the molecular weight Mw,
weight fraction concentration and solvent quality factor m using
Zimm theory [32]. The elastic modulus is proportional to
concentration and inversely proportional to molecular weight

of the three jetting regimes. These scaling laws are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3. Scalings in terms of different concentrations [34].
Concentration
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Wt%
1

C

Based on our previous works [37-66] we have simulated our
model

where R is the universal gas constant and T is the

3. RESULTS
The inkjet printing is a multi-process including
piezoelectricity, elasticity and free surface flow. It is suitable to
focus on the process of droplet ejection with a partially tapered
nozzle as shown in Fig. 1 is considered as the simulation system.
When a high voltage electric signal is used, the PZT device bends
and causes high pressure on the ink chamber and squirt the ink
droplet out of the nozzle. The moving boundary methods are
applied to simulate the displacement of PZT diaphragm by this
work.

Figure 2. The equivalent velocity profile at the bottom of the nozzle.
Table 4. The necessary parameter of various solvents for simulation.
liquid

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the inkjet print head of the modeled
system.

The equivalent velocities at the bottom of the nozzle
under the voltage pulses are shown in Fig. 2. And consist of four
stages in each cycle [35]. In the first step, the velocity rises
instantaneously up to 260 cm/s and keeps constant for 16 μs, in the
second stage, the velocity falls down directly to zero and keeps for
12 μs. A negative velocity; 260 cm/s, is induced and kept constant
for 16 μs in the third stages. Finally, the velocity becomes zero
until the end of the cycle. A total period of 220 μs is computed to
show the formation of droplet and their impact on the target. The
material properties employed in the simulations of various
solvents are listed in Table 4.

water
Isopropanol
n-Hexane
Acetone
n-Octane
Diethyl ether
Ethanol
polyethylene
polystyrene
Polyethylene
oxide

Surface
tension
dyncm-1

21.7
18.4
23.7
21.8
17.0
22.27

Temperature
T oC

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Density
grcm-1

Viscosity
cP=mPa.S

1.0
0.785
0.659
0.791
0.827
0.706

1.0
2.86
0.31
0.32
10.6
0.24
1.07
36
30
43

Contact
angle

Dielectric
Constant

78.54
18.3
1.89
20.7
4.34
0.0

The computed results of the droplet ejection with various
surface tensions of liquid at five different situations are exhibited
in Fig 2. Although the effect of surface tension is not obvious in
these steps, at the second step necking of the ejected liquid occurs
at the tip of the nozzle as shown in Fig.2. Since the liquid keeps
moving forward, however, the supply of ink liquid from nozzle is
stopped. In order to keep a balance between liquid and nozzle,
necking appears. At the third step, the droplet with round head and
slender tail are formed and the head of the droplet becomes larger
as surface tension of the liquid increases. The main droplet
separates completely from the nozzle and satellite droplets are
Page | 5365
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formed at the 50 , which lies within the F to I steps of the
actuation period, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the droplet
with smaller surface tension has a longer tail and moves faster. It
can also be seen that a smaller head grows at the tail of the main
droplet and it accelerates to catch up with the front head by the
action of surface tension.

Figure 2. The droplet shapes and velocity profiles with different surface
tensions of polymer at 25
(surfaces tension are include A=0.02 N/m,
B=0.04 N/m, C=0.06 N/m and D=0.08 N/m).

The sloshing of liquid in the nozzle is also found. A
liquid with higher surface tension can damp out the sloshing more
quickly as shown in Figs. 2&3. It should be noted that the impact
velocity of the droplet on the target and the impact time vary with
different surface tensions of the liquids. By this work it can be
seen that a comprehensive illustration of the inkjet dynamics, that
consist of the growth, formation and ejection of the droplets can
be referred to the simulations. The effect of tension factors does
not appear in the first step when the voltages are applied and the
ink liquids are just make force to out the droplets from the nozzle.
In the second step, liquids keep moving forward without further
product, ink liquid from the nozzle. In the third step, droplet with
round head and slender tail are formed. In addition, the head of the
droplet grows larger as surface tension of the liquid increases.
Based on equations (8-13) data after simulation, a sequence of
images during DOD drop formation is shown in Figures 3&4,
revealing the main features of this process. The liquid at the
nozzle is concentrated to move upward to form meniscus. During
the time between T opt and 1.5Topt, the pressure is used and the
liquids at the nozzle are accelerated to move downward through
the positive pressure. The liquid thread is broken because of the
negative pressure between 1.5T opt and 4.5Topt. Breakup of the
free liquid thread is going towards the generation of a primary
droplets and also satellites. The first satellites drop formation

mechanism results from the liquid thread is long. The length and
velocity of liquid thread at surface tension and viscosity will direct
cause for breakup of the liquid thread. These breakup processes
are well known as the Rayleigh instability.

Figure 3. The droplet shapes and velocity profiles with different surface
tensions of polymer at 50
(surfaces tension are include F=0.10 N/m,
G=0.12 N/m, H=0.14 N/m and I=0.16 N/m).

Influence of viscosity on the droplet formation process as
described above, the inkjet is a complicated free surface flow of
two immiscible fluids of liquid and gas. Viscosity and surface
tension of the liquid plays a significant role in the flow behavior.
The ejection behaviors of the various liquids of table 4 are
simulated under the identical waveform condition. The ejected
liquid processes for the various viscosities at different times are
simulated too. It can be seen that under identical pressure
conditions and surface tension, as the viscosity of the liquid
increases, the ejected liquid thread becomes shorter since the
resistance of viscosity increases. For viscous liquids, the viscous
dissipation will slow down the dynamics of breakup. Therefore, as
viscosity of the liquid increases, the speed of droplet becomes
slower. As liquid thread becomes longer, the liquid is more
unstable and generates more satellites.

Figure 4. Phases contours of viscosity on the droplet formation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We exhibit the deformation of piezoelectric elements is
applied in two ways, consist of thickness deformation and sliding
deformation. This chamber is included in a small slot that is

created through two piezoelectric crystal plates. In addition, the
voltages inserted to the piezoelectric walls on both sides cause
deformation mode.
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